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Smartmi Vortex Wave Robot Vacuum Cleaner

Smartmi Vortex Wave Cleaning Robot
Smartmi Vortex Wave is an effective device that provides users not only with time savings but also exceptional accuracy in maintaining
household cleanliness. Thanks to precise LDS laser navigation and accurate spatial mapping, the robot moves efficiently around rooms,
adjusting  its  cleaning  strategy  to  individual  needs  through  a  variety  of  cleaning  modes.  In  cooperation  with  the  Xiaomi  Mi  Home
application, Smartmi offers additional, extremely useful functions such as the ability to customize the cleaning process. Its operation is
intuitive  and  undemanding.  Combined  with  intelligent  obstacle  detection  and  wireless  software  updates,  this  cleaning  robot  is  an
advanced, multifunctional solution for anyone who wants hassle-free and high-quality order maintenance in their home.
 
LDS Laser Navigation and Precision Mapping
Smartmi Vortex Wave revolutionizes the cleaning process of your home with LDS laser navigation. The robot not only scans the surface
of your apartment but also creates an accurate map that allows for extremely efficient and precise cleaning of every nook and cranny.
Thanks  to  this  technological  solution,  Vortex  Wave  is  able  to  bypass  obstacles,  avoid  them,  and  offer  an  optimized  cleaning  scheme
tailored to the unique layout of your home.
 
Four Cleaning Modes for Perfect Cleanliness
Easily  adjust  the  way  Smartmi  Vortex  Wave  takes  care  of  your  floors  with  four  available  cleaning  modes:  Light  Cleaning,  Normal
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Cleaning, and Power Cleaning. Each mode is tailored to different levels of dirt and needs, allowing the robot to efficiently remove both
dry and wet dirt, from light dust to stubborn stains and deposits. Mode selection is convenient and intuitive, and your floors will always
shine  with  cleanliness.  The device  has  a  motor  that  performs 1600 rotations  per  minute,  and its  suction  power  is  4000Pa,  giving  you
confidence in the cleaning effects.
> 
Control and Personalization via the Application
With the Xiaomi Mi Home application, your cleaning becomes even more tailored to your needs. The application allows you not only to
choose cleaning modes but  also to  define zones that  should be skipped or  additionally  cleaned by the robot.  You can specify  specific
areas  and  monitor  the  device's  work  regardless  of  where  you  are,  providing  you  with  additional  convenience  and  control  over  the
cleanliness of your home.
 
Efficiency, Time Saving, and Self-cleaning
Smartmi Vortex Wave not only deals with various types of dirt, using appropriately selected brushes for this purpose but also self-cleans
its own brush, minimizing user intervention. What's more, the reusable filter is easy to clean, which further reduces operating costs and
affects  the  longer  lifespan  of  the  device.  The  device  has  tanks  for  clean  and  dirty  water  with  capacities  of  600ml  and  360ml  -  it  is
therefore able to clean a 98m2 surface.
 
Intelligent Obstacle Detection and Wireless Updates
The  safety  of  your  robot  and  furniture  is  crucial,  so  Smartmi  Vortex  Wave  is  equipped  with  a  function  to  detect  stairs  and  obstacles,
preventing  accidental  falls  and  collisions.  Reliability  and  continuous  performance  optimization  are  also  ensured  by  wireless  software
updates, so your cleaning robot will always work with the latest features and improvements, providing continuous support in maintaining
the cleanliness of your home.
 
Package Contents
Vacuum x 1
Docking Station x 1
Power Adapter x 1
Floor Protective Plate x 1
Brush Trimming Tool x 1
Hard Bristle Brush x 1
Additional HEPA filter x 1
Instructions
Additional vacuum module accessory
    
        
            BrandSmartimi
            ModelZNXDJQR01ZM
            Battery Capacity5200mAh
            Robot Dimensions338 x 344 x 128 mm
            Station Dimensions407 x 370 x 205mm
            Weight6.5kg (with robot, self-cleaning charging station, water tank, and roller brush)
            Vacuum Power75W
            Rotations per Minute1600
            Suction Power4000Pa
            Clean Water Tank Capacity600ml
            Dirty Water Tank Capacity360ml
            Area cleaned per fill98m2
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Preço:

Antes: € 524.0046

Agora: € 476.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Vacuum Cleaners
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